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ABSTRACT

Application of cutting oil during machining process has been the most important contributor for the development of manufacturing sectors. There are many types of machining technologies developed with cutting oil supply system such as minimum quantity lubricant (MQL). With very little supply of lubricant, it can lengthen the cutting tool life and surface roughness of workpiece. Although the low consumption of lubricant is favourable, study on the performance of MQL machining process must be strengthened enough since the high penetration ability of very little amount of lubricant oil is important. Many researches have been carried out since decades ago to study the MQL performance. However, investigation on the effects on nozzle position have not been treated in much detail. Here, this paper is aimed to investigate the effects of nozzle distance to surface roughness of workpiece under MQL milling process. Experimental approach was done mainly under different nozzle distance varied in horizontal direction from the cutting tool. Other than that, the effects of feed rate and spindle speed to the surface roughness were also investigated. As a result, surface roughness increases with increasing feed rate. At lower operation of spindle speed, surface roughness rapidly increases with increasing feed rate compared to higher operated spindle speed. Operation under high feed rate leads to a decreasing surface roughness with increasing spindle speed. Milling under high feed rate for all conditions of nozzle distance can still give a great surface roughness for a workpiece, only if the spindle speed is increased. Surface roughness decreases with increasing distance of nozzle to workpiece in horizontal direction.

INTRODUCTION

Application of cutting oil during machining process has been the most important contributor for the development of manufacturing sectors due to their capabilities in fulfilling compulsory requirement of cooling and lubricating process in various metal working operations [1]. Applying the cutting oils can reduce friction generated between cutting tool and workpiece as well as high temperature production during a process by dissipating the initiated heat. To highlight, letting the cutting oils to flow over the tool
and workpiece [2] can avoid destruction of workpiece material and cutting tool due to the thermal damage during the cutting process. Therefore, providing a great cooling and lubricating effects can improve manufacturing operations and thus increase productivity.

There are many types of machining technologies developed with cutting oil supply system. Flood cooling machining is commonly used when there are large temperature gradient and sparks occurrence. However, it is not favourable compared to others since excessive coolant amount and thus extensive cleaning process are needed. High pressure cooling machining is among the most effective ones as it utilizes coolant jets with accurate alignment and extremely high pressure. Despite widely used in machining tough materials in aerospace industry [2], cryogenic machining is characterized as an ecological machining technology since it applies liquid nitrogen or frozen carbon dioxide as the coolant. Furthermore, minimum quantity cooling lubrication (MQCL) machining is said to be more effective and productive as it can be used in universal condition. It is also nature-friendly and applicable to reduce the drawbacks of the high temperature machining operation [3].

MQCL can be classified into minimum quantity lubricant (MQL) and minimum quantity cooling (MQC). MQL used compressed air and oils as its lubricant whereas MQC employs emulsions rather than oils. However, MQC does not widely used in industry as its emulsion produces low lubricating effect compared to MQL [2] that brings in numerous advantages to the manufacturing sectors. With very little supply of lubricant, it is still capable in lengthening the cutting tool life and refining the machining performance in the aspects of the workpiece surface roughness, cutting force needed as well as its process capability. Furthermore, it also presents minimal environmental impact and naturally eliminate the health issues of the workers [4] because total amount of liquid being consumed is extremely small. While typical wet machining needs lubricant in 12,000 litre/hour, MQL only requires 0.05 litre/hour or lesser amount [4]. Thus, the manufacturing cost is extremely low [5].

Although the low consumption of lubricant is favourable, study on the performance of MQL machining process must be strengthened enough since the high penetration ability of very little amount of lubricant oil is important. Many researches have been carried out since decades ago to study the MQL performance [6-7]. Sasahara et al. [8] proved that tool wear can still be reduced with even very small amount of lubricant in MQL machining which resulted by the reduction of cutting temperature. Nizamuddin et al. [9] stated that the using karanja oil as cutting fluid gives a better machining performance due to its higher flash point and molecular weight which can reduce the vaporization ability. Thus, greater density with a high lubricated oil film can aid varying cutting parameters. Talib and Rahim [10] relates the viscosity effects of modified jatropha oils to its ability in resisting friction and wear between tool and chips by separating the sliding surfaces between the two contact surfaces. Park et al. [11] performed a study to investigate the influence of nozzle distance to workpiece and nozzle discharge pressure on the lubricant droplets size and distribution. They found that longer nozzle distance gave a lesser amount of droplets but higher nozzle pressure can provide more droplets with smaller size. Duchosal et al. [12] reported that outlet diameter of oil mist generator under milling process has no effect on the flow velocity of the fluid. However, higher oil viscosity provides smaller size of oil particles as collision within particles and particles to channel wall can be avoided with absence of supplementary pressurized air.

Further study on the oil droplets size changes was done by Cabanettes et al. [13] where they found that the droplet size is greatly changed prior to the oil mist distribution to cutting tool. It was noted that droplets coagulation upon collisions, droplets breakup, oil film formation and breakup on inner pipe wall occurred during delivery through the pipeline from the mist generator to the cutting tool. Brinksmeier et al. [14] highlighted that study of metalworking fluid itself is significant to evaluate their effects in manufacturing process like other parameter. As the characteristics of cutting fluids is noticeable important for the manufacturing process performance, investigation on the fluids behaviour is hardly to neglect. As stated by Duchosal et al. [15], study on the effects of nozzle placement is hardly to ignore as the lubricant oil sprayed out from the nozzle may possibly off to the cutting zone during machining process. To date, such investigation has not been treated in much detail.

Here, this paper is aimed to investigate the effects of nozzle distance to surface roughness of workpiece under MQL milling process. Experimental approach was done mainly under different nozzle distance varied in horizontal direction from the cutting tool. Other than that, the effects of feed rate and spindle speed to the surface roughness were also investigated.

**EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE**

Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) machining process was generated using lubricant generator made by Unist’s Coolubricator™ attached to a CNC Makino milling machine as shown in Fig. (1). The oil lubricant used in the experimental was Coolube® 2210EP while the workpiece material used was...
aluminium Al6061 in dimension of 100 mm × 100 mm × 45 mm. The image of machined workpiece is shown in Fig. (2). The properties of both oil lubricant and workpiece material is shown in Table 1. The surface roughness of machined workpiece was measured using Mitutoyo surface roughness tester. The nozzle was fixed to 45° from the cutting tool and perpendicular to the feed direction. The experiment was mainly conducted under different distance of nozzle, d which was varied in horizontal direction from the cutting tool as illustrated in Fig. (3). The milling process was done multiple times to get an average value of the surface roughness, $R_a$. The influence of feed rate, $V_f$ and spindle speed, $n$ to the surface roughness were also investigated. Details of the experimental condition and parameters is shown in Table 2.

![Figure 1: Unist’s CoolubricatorTM for MQL generator](image1)

![Figure 2: Image of machined workpiece](image2)

![Figure 3: Illustration of nozzle position towards cutting zone](image3)

### Table 2: Experimental condition and parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental condition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cutting tool</td>
<td>Coated carbide End mill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of cut</td>
<td>0.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pressure</td>
<td>0.035 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubricant flow rate</td>
<td>0.15 ml/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle position</td>
<td>45° from cutting tool, perpendicular to feed direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle distance, $d$</td>
<td>5, 20, 35 mm in horizontal direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed rate, $V_f$</td>
<td>230, 270, 310 mm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spindle speed, $n$</td>
<td>1200, 1400, 1600 rpm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results of surface roughness of machined workpiece under nozzle distance of 5 mm, 20 mm and 35 mm are shown in Fig. (4), Fig. (5) and Fig. (6), respectively. Roughly, the surface roughness under all conditions of nozzle distance was found to increase with increasing feed rate. This trend is expected since the similar reports has been published by Azuddin and Abdullah [16] that stated the dynamic forces on the tool as the reason of surface roughness increases when increasing the feed rate. Moreover, a closer look to all figures further shows a same trend where surface roughness was found to rapidly increase with increasing feed rate during the lowest spindle speed i.e.1200 min$^{-1}$ compared to higher operated spindle speed. This indicates that milling under lower spindle speed significantly gives a high surface roughness of workpiece with increasing feed rate. This finding is also strengthened by the report of Abdullah et. al [17] that highlighted the feed rate as the most influential parameter in giving the value of surface roughness of a workpiece.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4: Results of surface roughness of workpiece under nozzle distance, $d = 5$ mm

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5: Results of surface roughness of workpiece under nozzle distance, $d = 20$ mm

On the other hand, it was found that operation under low feed rate to achieve low surface roughness of workpiece is not necessarily needed at some point. Observation to all conditions of nozzle distance discovers a decreasing surface roughness by increasing spindle speed under feed rate as high as 310 mm/min. This suggests that milling under high feed rate can still give much lower surface roughness, only if the spindle speed is increased. Although this finding is contradict to what has been reported by Aoyama [18], the centrifugal force caused by the high spindle speed do not influence the cutting oil to fly off the cutting zone since the air pressure in the present project was set as much lower. Instead, more
volume of oil can penetrate the cutting zone since the spindle rotation can counter back the vibration caused by feeding the workpiece.

Moreover, the surface roughness for nozzle distance of 5 mm, 20 mm, and 35 mm were found to range within 0.7 µm to 1.3 µm, 0.6 µm to 1.2 µm and 0.5 µm to 1 µm, respectively. Although a project by Park et al.[11] found that increasing nozzle distance in vertical direction from workpiece leads to a lower surface roughness. Meaning that, the surface roughness in the present project was found to decrease by increasing the nozzle distance in horizontal direction from the cutting tool. Nevertheless, the nozzle was also positioned in perpendicular to the feeding direction which is considered a good alternative to avoid removed chip and lubricant jet interference as reported by Lacalle et al. [19].

CONCLUSIONS

This paper is aimed to investigate the effects of nozzle distance to surface roughness of workpiece under MQL milling process. Experimental approach was done mainly under different nozzle distance varied in horizontal direction from the cutting tool. Other than that, the effects of feed rate and spindle speed to the surface roughness were also investigated. Several points have been concluded as follow:

1. Roughly, surface roughness increases with increasing feed rate. At lower operation of spindle speed, surface roughness rapidly increases with increasing feed rate compared to higher operated spindle speed.
2. Operation under high feed rate leads to a decreasing surface roughness with increasing spindle speed. Meaning that, milling under high feed rate for all conditions of nozzle distance can still give a great surface roughness for a workpiece, only if the spindle speed is increased.
3. Surface roughness decreases with increasing distance of nozzle in horizontal direction from the cutting tool.
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